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Sponsors Looking for More from Sports Activations  

You’ve heard us say that when it comes to sponsor activation, email lists and banners are no 

longer enough to sustain or grow a successful event business.   

You’ve heard us say the industry desperately needs to evolve and sports properties need to 

provide relevant content and a compelling sponsorship benefit at your audience’s passion 

point.  

You’ve heard us say this…but what do sponsors think? 

Since the 1980s, Anheuser-Busch and their various brands have been one of the most 

ubiquitous sponsors in all of sports. An early adopter to sports as a meaningful activation 

platform, A-B continues innovate when it comes to their massive investment in sports.  

In a recent article in the Sports Business Journal (June 29-July 5) Lucas Herscovici, vice president 

of consumer connections at A-B, discussed his current outlook on advertising and sports 

activation opportunities.   

“We need to reinvent ourselves for the 21st century. It’s not about signage…It’s about choosing 

the right partners and the right passion points to drive the convergence of media, content and 

experiences.”  

The brand responsible for every Budweiser or Bud Light sign in almost every stadium in the 

world knows it needs more than a logo. They are looking for a more meaningful connection 

with their target audience.  

This is exactly why we started SilverLine and why our event partners are with us today.  

Endurance sports provides a great passion point for a great demographic. Our platform allows 

events to offer sponsors much more than a banner with a logo for their investment. We 

empower our event partners to identify digital assets and provide valuable video content to 

build an audience, provide sponsors the activation they need to drive sales and even create 

virtual events to engage athlete communities.  

“Entertainment and sports are converging at the same time as media and content,” said 

Herscovici.  “That’s the perfect combination to help us succeed in this new world.”  

We at SilverLine promise to keep you on the cutting edge by providing value to help you and 

your sponsors one step ahead in this new world.  

 

### 

http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/Journal/Issues/2015/06/29/Marketing-and-Sponsorship/Anheuser-Busch-sports.aspx?hl=anheuser&sc=0


Interested in learning how SilverLine can help your endurance event or brand’s activation?  

SilverLine Global, Inc. is a digital video publishing and sponsorship platform for the endurance 

sports industry. Since its founding in 2012, SilverLine has grown to become the largest 

participatory sports video network reaching an audience of more than 11 million athletes in the 

US and UK.  

Email me at jayme@silverlineathletics.com or visit www.silverlineglobalinc.com to learn more.  
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